With an eye for color and light, photographer Michael Hubley traveled across New England to capture some of the most eye-catching public and residential gardens of the Northeast. What he found were stunning private gardens that reflect New England's appreciation for both formal and informal design, native and exotic flowers, and the region's history. Many of the public gardens and landscapes in this book feature the work of some of America's earliest and foremost landscape and garden designers. Written by the host of Boston's WCVB TV's Extreme Gardening segment and the Website, Gardening Wisdom, David Epstein shares historic facts, design features and interesting insights into many of the stunning plants, both native and exotic, that are New England favorites.

My Personal Review:
Great book...the photography is amazing and captions are well-written and informative. I actually bought several copies as gifts and one for my coffee table!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Gardens of New England by Writer - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!